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Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Report 

PART I: Summary & EIS Recommendations 

A.  Introduction 
The Mountain Valley Pipeline (MVP) affects landowners along two possible corridors across 

Monroe County—the Original Proposed Corridor announced in October 2014 and the Alternate 

Route 110 proposed in February 2015.  

Many landowners denied access for surveying to MVP. There had (and has) not yet been an official 

determination of public need (and therefore of potential applicability of eminent domain)—and in 

fact, there has not yet been an official application by the company filed with the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC).   

Save Monroe and The Border Conservancy, two community organizations in Monroe County WV, 

are hereby submitting individual reports by landowners of possible impacts of the pipeline on their 

property and their lives. This information was gathered using a Landowner’s Impact Form that was 

developed to help landowners identify features and issues relevant to the FERC’s EIS assessment. 

While the priority in reporting property features is for landowners directly on the proposed routes, 

especially if they did not permit surveying by contractors of Mountain Valley Pipeline, other 

landowners living near the corridors and elsewhere in the county have also participated.  

This Summary Report, which is available to the public, includes Key Findings and Scoping-Related 

Recommendations as well as Selected Charts and Graphs on EIS issues. The landowner reports are 

being submitted in a separate document to the FERC, with the request that they be treated as 

confidential information.  

The collection, analysis and preparation of the information contained in these reports have been 

undertaken by volunteers from Save Monroe, Inc. and The Border Conservancy with the assistance 

of several other individuals including professional geologists, attorneys, cartographers, historians 

and evaluators.  

The Monroe County landowners, however, are the true experts in knowledge of features of their 

property and culture.  The strength of this project is that it gathers and begins to synthesize their 

information so that economic and community development decisions can be made in a responsible 

manner that considers both the individual landowner and the effects on neighboring lands, 

resources and culture.   

No one report or set of data can present a full picture of the negative effects of the pipeline in 

Monroe County. It is our expectation that other organizations and individuals will be submitting 

information, and that Save Monroe, the Border Conservancy, Indian Creek Watershed Association 

and other organizations will continue to gather, evaluate, and submit data through the next several 

months.  



B.  EIS Scoping Recommendations Based on Key Findings 

 Assess the impact of pipeline construction and operation on both public and private

water sources.  In the county overall, it has been estimated that 63% of households are

served by PSDs and 37% use private sources. As reported by participating landowners,

however, 80% use a well or spring as their primary source of drinking water, whereas only

20% have access to public water. The difference can partly be explained by the fact that the

pipeline route tries to avoid more heavily populated areas. Clearly, protecting both sources

is critical. Given Monroe County’s karst terrain, water protection takes on special meaning.

 Place high priority on identifying and protecting potentially affected springs, with

special attention to the hydrogeology of Peters Mountain. You can’t drill another spring,

and once destroyed, there is no mitigation. A high percentage of landowners (45%) report

springs as providing at least one source of drinking water. For the three public service

districts that serve the county, as well as the Sweet Springs Water bottling company, the

springs of Peters Mountain are cause for special concern. However, springs are also an

important water resource along other stretches of the proposed routes, including the

Knobs, Little Mountain, and Ellison Ridge.

 Evaluate potential impacts on agricultural water uses, in addition to drinking water.

Irrigating crops and gardens was reported by 49% and watering livestock by 47% (with

more than 60% of both activities reported in some areas); 37% reported fishing and 27%

reported stocked fish ponds as a water use on their property. Nearly 70% reported relying

on food that they raised to live within their means. Can MVP ensure uninterrupted access to

sufficient clean water for these purposes?

 Include project effects on agricultural businesses and activities in the scope of socio-

economic environmental assessments. Close to 60% rely on firewood from their

property for heating; 39% have marketable timber. In addition to traditional farms and

cattle-raising operations, several agriculturally based businesses would be affected. For

example:

o A mountain preserve operation, which features exotic game hunting, fishing,

vacation cabins and availability for weddings, reunions, and special events, might

have to close operations throughout the period of construction.

o An apiary immediately adjacent to the original corridor currently has a healthy

operation of 135 hives and 6 million bees. With bee die-offs across the country

posing a threat to the country’s food supply, this should signal special protection—

not the prospect of eminent domain and “mitigation.”

o Along the same pipeline corridor, 450 acres are under management as Organic

Dairy Pastures. Near both routes, several landowners are producing and marketing

organic farm products through the Monroe Farm Market, a local food initiative that

serves customers in a 150-mile radius.



 Document the presence of endangered species in both established and unexamined

areas affected by the pipeline.  Landowners report James spinymussel in South Potts

Fork; Indiana bats in a cave near Greenville; evidence of American Bale Eagles nesting; and

rare and endangered plant species.

 Investigate the evidence of significant prehistoric activity. Native American artifacts

found on the property were reported by 37% of landowners; several report burial mounds

or ceremonial artifacts—and that might be the tip of the iceberg. Many if not most farmers

in the county have stories about overturning numerous arrowheads and other artifacts

when they plowed. On June 10, a significant find of prehistoric artifacts from two distinct

periods was discovered in a preliminary study on one property where the landowner was

not initially aware of any artifacts. The findings warrant avoiding that route or conducting a

substantive archeological evaluation before pipeline construction. A careful examination of

potential sites all along the pipeline route should be undertaken.

 Include the visual impact of the MVP project in the scope of the EIS. The importance of

the unbroken visual presence of Peters Mountain for residents of Monroe County cannot be

overstated. The response to this question, and to the importance of the unspoiled views of

the county’s hills and farmland, prompted a near unanimous “strongly agree” rating by 98%

and 99% of landowners respectively.

 Recognize and address cultural attachment as a significant environmental and

cultural issue in Monroe County. The strength of cultural attachment in areas of Monroe

County, WV was studied and established in the Record of Decision on a proposed American

Electric Power 765 kV electric transmission line in 1995. The Draft EIS included a copy of

the study of an area that closely matches that of the Alternate 110 pipeline route.

Questions related to cultural attachment in this survey elicited strong responses from

landowners along both of the pipeline routes in Monroe County: 91% strongly agree or

agree that their personal history and identity are closely tied to their land in Monroe

County.  Responses to several related questions, as well as the unprompted comments of

landowners about the strength of their kinship ties to their property and the county,

indicates that cultural attachment remains an important environmental and cultural

factor—one that requires further investigation.

Open comments about what people value about their property in Monroe County prompted many 

answers of:  Heritage, Family, Beauty, Abundant Water, Pristine Nature, Views, Peace, Mountains, 

Tranquility, and Diversity of Wildlife.  There are clear concerns that these valued assets of Monroe 

County would be jeopardized by the MVP project.  

The Border Conservancy and Save Monroe will continue to collect and analyze data supporting the 

strong presence of Cultural Attachment and addressing other critical environmental issues for 

landowners on both routes. 



C.  EIS Resource Issues  

The following charts, graphs and comments reflect EIS-related resource features reported by 214 

landowners in Monroe County from April 23 through June 13, 2015. Most properties are located on 

or near the two proposed MVP routes (the original Proposed Corridor and the Alternate 110 Route). 

Resource issues were selected according to categories required to be considered in the Environmental 

Impact Statement under the NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act).  

 
 

 

Landowners report their sources of drinking water (several landowners report more than one 

source). Note: water for all PSDs originates from springs they own on Peters Mountain. PSD springs 

and private springs account for 66% of the reported sources of drinking water. These data and other 

preliminary studies of Peters Mountain springs require a full hydro-geological study of the aquifers 

on Peters Mountain before a pipeline can be sited. The Border Conservancy, Save Monroe and 

Indian Creek Watershed Association will continue to gather information from landowners about 

their water sources and springs. 
 

 

 

Landowners report a high incidence of water features on properties, and reliance on both public and 

private water sources. One of the most widely expressed concerns is that project impacts could affect 

domestic drinking water, agricultural uses and businesses. 
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Water Resources (cont.) 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" Water, good clean spring water is the lifeblood of this community. The risk of losing it is not a 
chance I am willing to take.” Lindside 

" Peters Mountain has the purest water in all of WV and has won national and world 
recognition for its purity and taste.” Zenith 

" We have a fragile balance and nearly everyone lives either on or near karst. Whether you are 
on public water or private, it is a real and constant concern.” Greenville 

" The pipeline corridor would … pass through a wetland area; and likely cut off access for my 
cows to their only drinking water … a seasonal stream that has 3 or 4 springs in it that stay wet 
year-round.” Greenville 

" 5 trout ponds and a creek that runs in the middle of the property that has trout in it.” Zenith 

" Proposed MVP route through this area crosses through 1 seasonal spring and very near 8 other 
springs and one swamp. 5 of these springs run year-round and supply water for many uses.” 
Ellison Ridge area 

" Concerned that any pipeline construction on Ellison Ridge could have a negative effect on my 
springs.  They are our only source of drinking and domestic water. They are used for feeding 
our fish and livestock ponds.” Ellison Ridge area 

" Am concerned about the impact on the water table.  A lot of my friends and people around the 
mountain get their water from springs which are of great quality. Because it starts here it hasn't 
had time to get polluted.” Zenith 

" We have gravity fed spring water, a native trout stream that runs through the property.” 
Waiteville 

" If the pipeline further damages my well, I will not have water. The system can barely control 
what I have now due to the sediment.” Lindside 

" The proposed pipeline runs about 300 yards from our home and well. Smaller pipelines have 
proven to be destructive to the habitat, water and have killed people. The proposed line runs 
through our neighbor’s land where they have three (3) ponds, a well and also raise many cattle 
and crops as a living.” Lindside 

" We have an artesian well, and the water is spectacularly clear and fresh. We have many many 
springs that crop from the shale in and around our property, one of which the former owners 
used as a water source in the years before there was a well.” Near Narrows of Hans Creek 

" Save our water supply from Peter's Mountain!” Gap Mills 



Pipeline construction would impact the county’s steeply wooded ridges and working farmlands. 

Along much of the route, construction traffic and operations would take place on or near karst 

topography, potentially polluting ground and surface water. The pipeline would cross terrain that 

is steep and vulnerable to erosion, potentially causing pipeline slippage and fracture. 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" There are two earthquake faults in Monroe County which have created damages over the 
years and could have devastating effects on a pipeline.” Salt Sulphur Springs 

" Because of all the underground streams, caves, sinkholes, our water table could easily be 
destroyed by a pipeline.” Salt Sulphur Springs 

" FSA soil samples state highly erodible land.” Willow Bend area 

" We are on the St. Clair Fault Line!” Zenith 

" Pipeline runs near shale quarry where blasting occurs.” Ellison Ridge 

" Extremely unusual combination of red clay soil embedded with large, fossil-bearing limestone 
boulders in 8-acre pasture. Additionally, various construction projects here over the last 23 
years have shown how highly erodible the land is.” Ellison Ridge 

" We have several outcrops of shale, and there are a wide variety of fossils in the banks of shale. 
The soil is unconsolidated, and would be highly subjectable to erosion and instability.” Cooks 
Run side below Ellison Ridge 

" Thin soils, lots of rocks.” Hans Creek side of Ellison Ridge 

" Three sinkholes.” Lindside area at base of Peters Mountain 

" The erosion of the clay and shale will cause damage to the surrounding area. My road was 
built 14 years ago. The banks cut into the hillside are just beginning to hold vegetation, 
although we have planted and worked on them continuously. The terrain the pipeline 
proposes to follow is of the same composition.” Lindside 
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Given widespread reports of Native American artifacts, the scope should include further 

investigation of all potential corridor locations. Moreover, the presence of old buildings, schools, 

and agricultural activity indicates the need for protection of potential, but as yet unregistered 

historic landmarks and districts. 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" A preliminary test for Native American artifacts on 6-10-15 … [indicated] a well used location 
by prehistoric craftsmen over a period of 5,500 years … within or close to the pipeline 
corridor in a location that could not avoid being disturbed by construction access.” Greenville 

" Evidence of Indians in slate banks.” Waiteville 

" The Furrow Family Farm is believed to be the only property in the valley to still belong to the 
original family-owners. Never Sold.” Waiteville 

" Farm is very historic. Includes old buildings, school, church, foundations and homesites. Hans 
Creek Valley 

" This place also has a long history before us. The property was used as a family farm for many 
years, running cattle at times. The home is over 100 years old. And a generation ago, this was 
the starter home for a local family with 13 kids.” Waiteville 

" There is an old cemetery … with an 1851 headstone and other graves.” Ellison Ridge 

" [We] see the Appalachian Trail on Peters Mountain. Many hikers stop from the Appalachian 
Trail.” Lindside area near base of Peters Mountain 

Cultural/Historical Features 
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Not surprisingly, landowners affirmed the presence of endangered and threatened species and noted 

threats that the pipeline could cause to animal and plant habitat. 
 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" Environmentalists have told me the largest concentration of the James Spiny Mussel in the 
Valley is on this property.” Waiteville 

" Endangered Indiana bats have been documented in a cave system nearby.” Greenville 

" Eagles present. Nest [seen] in 2014. Hans Creek Valley [Note: Presence of eagles noted by 
many landowners along the pipeline corridors.] 

" Exterminator informed us purplish salamanders in basement are endangered species.” Willow 
Bend 

" Nesting areas for Whippoorwills and American Woodcock”. Ellison Ridge 

" 250 year old white oak and ash fenceline trees.” Ellison Ridge 

" Yellow & Pink Lady Slippers, Showy Orchis.” Narrows of Hans Creek 

" Eagle nearby at headwaters.” Turkey Creek 

" Rainbow trout spawn at spring.” Willow Bend 

" Lady slippers, American Bald Eagle, native trout spawn.” Zenith 

" Every fall we hike up to the fire tower to see the hawk, eagle, and osprey migration along 
Peters Mountain. Sitting on the big rocks, I feel like I’m almost flying with them.” Zenith 

" We are adjacent to the Narrows of Hans Creek.  The Hans Creek Drainage and its associated 
springs are overwhelmingly what made us buy this property.  It is spectacular. There are bear 
nesting dens, caves filled with bats, myriad species including foxes, possum, coyote, bears, 
white tail deer, martens, and the largest variety of birds that we have ever seen in one place.” 
Near Narrows of Hans Creek   

Wildlife, Fish, Vegetation, Special Status 
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The pipeline could threaten or destroy landowners’ ability to use their land for recreation. Monroe 

County landowners do not have access to entertainment or cultural venues except for their own 

private land (e.g. no movies, theaters, malls, or other socializing places). 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" People travel hundreds of miles to come to Monroe County to enjoy all the beauty it has to 
offer … they come to walk the top of Peters Mountain to the fire tower, walk the Allegheny 
and Appalachian trails … a lot of them have come back to Monroe County and bought 
property. They made this their home.” Zenith 

" This is where the residents of WV come to get away from technology and enjoy peace and 
nature.” Lindside 

" Gathering of my children, relatives for vacations and reunions.” Zenith 

" Gathering place for families and Church Retreats.” Narrows of Hans Creek 

" Some land leased for hunting. Family reunions held here on numerous occasions. Creek used 
for floating and tubing.” Greenville 

" The trails to the Hanging Rock Fire Tower/Hawk View, camping on the top of Peter's 
Mountain.” Zenith 

" 4-H camping and 4 wheeler riding.” Zenith 

" A number of times during the summer, groups of us go 4-wheeling on farm roads, mountain 
roads, and through wooded areas of each other’s properties. We stop and picnic, enjoying 
the views of the land and fellowship of the folks.” Waiteville 

" Why I moved here from busy south Florida! It is a very special place, filled with everything 
perfect Mother Nature has to offer. Wildlife, undisturbed land, a step back in time! Lindside 

" Kayaking/fishing … hiking … Access to Peters and Potts mountain areas. Viewing the hawk 
migration … vistas along Peters Mt from Sweet Springs to Union, Back Valley Rd from Gap Mills 
to Zenith. This a pristine area that remains relatively unspoiled. I believe that the potential 
damage to these aesthetics and watershed issues outweigh any consideration for building this 
Pipeline. I also believe that these considerations should be viewed with an eye to the arc of 
time. Why are we taking the chance of destroying something that is irreplaceable to build 
infrastructure of questionable necessity?” Hans Creek Valley 

Land Use, Recreation, Aesthetics 
(Percent of landowners reporting features that would be affected by the pipeline) 
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Land Use, Recreation, Aesthetics (cont.):  Visual Impact

The potential visual impact of the pipeline would be felt by almost all landowners—either from 

their own property or in their travel through the county as demonstrated by the following 

data collected in response to the statements: “The unbroken presence of Peters Mountain is 

important to me” and “The unspoiled views of the hills and farmland are important to me.” 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" Peters Mountain is breath-taking. It always cheers me up. Beauty in the first degree.” Zenith 

" Nothing can compare to the spectacular view of unbroken Peter's Mountain.” Gap Mills 

" Panoramic view of Waiteville valley and Peter's Mountain.” Waiteville 

" Multiple mountain ranges from Raines Rd across Johnson Crossroads to Patricks Peak.” The 
Knobs 

" We look east toward Peter's Mountain, a great source of comfort and enjoyment and 
spiritual support.” The Knobs 

" As part of Creekside Resort we have mowed trails to spectacular views of Peters Mountain.” 
Greenville 

" It is so gorgeous through the narrows of Hans Creek, many people have commented that it 
looks like it could be a National or State Park.” Narrows of Hans Creek 

" My view of Little Mountain and Peters Mountain is beautiful and priceless.  The proposed 
route passes directly in front of my house and will alter that view forever.” Lindside 

" Top of hill above our house has a panoramic view of the Town of Greenville and beyond (i.e., 
Sarton Mtn, Peters Mtn). Our son wants to build a home there upon his retirement.” 
Greenville  

" We enjoy looking at our valley from our home, which would likely be changed by cutting 
trees and flattening the ridge across from our house if the pipeline goes where it was 
proposed.” Ellison Ridge 

" Rolling hills, Peters Mountain—pristine views.” Lindside 



The current (2013) US census reported the median household income in Monroe County at $41,234, 

which is nearly 25% lower than the national average of $53,046. The landowner data reveals the 

potential for the pipeline to disrupt the economic livelihood of many who depend on the county’s rich 

agricultural resources for primary and supplemental income, as well as a means of self-sufficiency.  

 Sixty-six percent (66%) of the landowners report that they rely on the food they raise to live

within their means.

 Sixty percent (60%) report using timber on their land to provide firewood for heating.

 Five percent (5%) of landowners report raising bees.

Other Socio-Economic Effects: 

 Property has a greater value to the landowners than its monetary value. Ninety-nine

percent (99%) of responding landowners reported that they value their property as “A

place I want to live” more than as “A real estate investment.”  This value cannot be

mitigated by monetary compensation. There is additional concern, however, that the

presence of such a large pipeline will have a negative impact on property values and

ability to sell.

 Property owners are concerned about the impact of traffic, air and noise pollution—

both in terms of health and safety issues and for their potential negative economic

impact. Ninety-four percent (94%) of responding landowners reported that they were

“concerned that someone in my household will be harmed by air pollution or noise

associated with pipeline construction and maintenance.”
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Socio-Economic Factors (cont.) 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" We derive 100% of our family income from an Organic Grazing Dairy spanning 450 acres in 
Hans Creek Valley. Water is essential to our livelihood.” Hans Creek Valley 

" Our farm provides the primary source of income for our family.” Gap Mills 

" Timber and farming. Lindside 

" We have had a honeybee preserve and apiary on the property … and our honeybees are 
among the healthiest bees on the Eastern Seaboard. We currently maintain over 100 beehives, 
and have a successful bee breeding operation.” Narrows of Hans Creek area   

" We have sheep, donkeys, alpaca, goats, & chickens. Planting apple & cherry trees this week. 
Hazelnuts established.” Lindside 

" Most of our property is hayfields used to feed local farm animals.” Waiteville 

" Beef Cattle Farm.” Zenith 

" Our farm is supplemental income, the timber is supplemental income, and the vegetables 
raised help sustain my family.” Zenith 

" Continue 102 year history of cow/calf farming operation.” Willow Bend 

" Sheep will not prosper in constant noise.” Lindside 

" High noise volume, huge impact on poultry.” Gap Mills 

" The amount of drilling and/or blasting that will be needed to cut through the hills around 
here will be substantial. The noise and dust produced from that, as well as from heavy truck 
traffic over our one-lane roads and any overland access roads will cause problems for 
people, pets and livestock. This will not be easy terrain, so those conditions are likely to last a 
long time. What kind of mitigation, protection, or compensation will be made to people who 
are affected (including many of us who are not on the pipeline but live near to it)? Greenville 

" Air quality will be affected - fumes from big trucks, dust on dirt roads - If explosions, 
chemicals released.” Ellison Ridge 

" My organic homestead dairy goat operation has been transitioning to a commercial 
microdairy. The construction and presence of a 42" pipeline 1/4 mile down the road will 
essentially cripple this business. The road will be blocked for customer access for farm tours 
… and for daily delivery of dairy products to customers... Additionally, noise, air pollution,
water contamination will damage or destroy the health, peace and comfort of my dairy 
animals, who cannot give milk under anxiety and stress. The herbicides and potential diesel 
spills from mowing equipment are a nail in the coffin to my "organic" certification. The 
property value will plummet with installation of MVP, so EQT/NextEra is stealing my life 
savings, which are all invested in the farm.” Ellison Ridge 
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